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trUe Blood
from the “True Blood” collection, left to right:
Leather Bracelet with Silver Chain and Ruby, Stainless Steel Multi-Chain Arm Band with Rubies,
Stainless Steel Invisible Clasp Necklace with Rubies,
Sandblasted Silver Double Ring with Rubies, Seven Layer Stainless Steel Chain with Rubies (on her)



telemUndo-Bésame



dexter
from the “Dexter” collection, left to right:
Black and White Two Toned Watch with Crystals, Silver Reversible Bracelet,
Silver Spinning Ring with Blue Sapphires, Silver Reversible Cross Pendant



qUeen -love made inheaven
jewelry inspired by rock legend Freddie Mercury, left to right:
Black Bracelet with Diamonds, Silver and Enamel Love Ring,18k Gold and Black Enamel Ring,  
Pendant with Pink Enamel and Amethysts,Ring with Red Enamel and Diamonds



love, peaCe and hope
love peace and hope - the originals, from left to right:
18k gold ring with heart of diamonds (on her), 18k white gold and diamond peace sign necklace with charms,
18k gold charm bracelet (on her), 18k gold hanging pendant necklace on rubber cord



love, peaCe and earth
a collection of natural, unpolished, untouched stones, straight from the earth to these unique pieces



l-word
jewelry inspired by the hit series, left to right:
Silver Pendant With Three Golden Silk Balls, Pastel Striped Resin Heart Pendant, Yellow Resin Reflector Bracelet 
18k Gold and Enamel Flower Pendant, Necklace with Multi-Color Howlite, Black Stone and Color Jade



fly naked
from the “fly naked” collection, left to right:
retro plane dogtag with silver studs, black titanium propeller bracelet,
grey titanium propeller ring (on him), grey titanium propeller pendant (on him)



love and honor
love peace and hope - classic bridal jewelry, from left to right:
18k white gold solitaire ring with diamonds on band, 18k gold round channel set band,
18k white gold princess and trillion ring, 18k gold high polish solitaire double heart ring



love and pride
left to right:
18k White and Yellow Gold Female Insignia Combination Ring,18k Yellow Gold String Ring with Sandblasted Finish,
18k Yellow Gold Male Insignia Ring with Black Enamel, 18k Gold and Stainless Steel Dog Tags, 
Silver and Rainbow Enamel LOVE Tags



1138
from the “1138” collection, left to right:
silver interlocking pendant necklace with pink sapphires, 1138 stainless steel and rubber bracelet,
silver interlocking pendant bracelet, 18k pink and white gold necklace with diamonds



time for peaCe
from the “time for peace” collection:
numerous face and band combinations available, with or without crystals, in different peace sign designs



trUe Colors
jewelry from the rainbow and beyond, from left to right:
Grey Titanium Cuff Bracelet, Grey Titanium Rounded Ring with Rainbow Groove,  
Grey Titanium Cufflinks, Grey Titanium Rectangular Rainbow Pendant



LOOk GOOD, DO GOOD

Look good, do good is not just a catchy phrase, it is my way of life.  Growing up in Israel, to a Dutch father and Eng-
lish mother, I learned early the answers to many of the challenges facing the world lie in promoting true cross-cultural 
understanding.  I now know that our biggest challenges can be overcome if we sincerely make the effort to know 
and understand each other.

I have lived in New York for most of my life (since 1983) and this great, one-of-a-kind city has truly inspired me in my 
search to find a way to combine jewelry design with a message of understanding and compassion.  The message I 
try to deliver to the world in everything I do is that of the beauty we can find in each other.  My jewelry celebrates the 
diversity of humanity and provides me with the opportunity to share my vision with the world.  In my jewelry design, 
as well as in my daily life, I look for ways to allow people to Look Good and to Do Good.  I not only do this through 
the element of design, but also by giving away a portion of my proceeds to charitable organizations that promote 
understanding and compassion.



visit loveandpride.com & lovepeaceandhope.com
to see our full collections and to learn more about our donation partners.
register online for current offers and special promotions, or call 1.866.808.LOVE

for press inquiries, contact Monica Schenker: monica@nowandzengroup.com


